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/-"Introduction ~~~* ' ' ~~
The D22 beamline of the DCI storage ring at LURE is

1 dedicated to the study of structural properties in the field of
1 material science by way of the small-angle X ray scattering
1 (SAXS) technique. The D2 bending magnet of the DCI ring
\ offers a stable source of limited brilliance but long decay
\ time (200 hours) so that the beam can be used up to 110
'. hours after an injection of the positrons in the ring. Two
\ different settings respectively dedicated to metallurgy and
\soft matter share the beam time. The latter which is

considered here mainly deals with ill condensed matter: non
ideal solutions of amphiphiles or polymers'1"4!, liquid
crystals'5"8!, colloids'9', gels, xerogels, aerogels^ ,

X ray beam preparation
The D22 beamline, initially designed for anomalous

SAXS'10', presents a double crystal monochromator
consisting of two plane crystals (see fig. 1) which allows for
the selection of a monochromatic radiation from the white
beam in the 5 keV (?,=2.5A) to 15 keV (A=0.82A) range. In
order to get as much flux as possible without focalisation,
Ge(l,l,l) crystals are generally used. Ge(2,2,0), Si(l.l.l)
and Si(3,l,l) crystals are also available, Ge(2,2,0) being
used to reach the high energies. Aperture slits allow for the
definition of the beam both horizontally and vertically. Its
typical size lie in the range HxV = 0.5x0.2 to 3x0.4mm2

according to the desired flux and collimation. Guard slits are
used to lower the scattering from the aperture slits that
penetrates the incident beam. The slits system is very
important for the SAXS technique. Independent cylindrical
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1 /: Schematic optics diagram of the D22 SAXS beamline at LURE.

slits are now used since they ensure better mechanical
stability and easier manipulation than coupled slits with
controlled aperture and centre. Two monitors, based on the
scattering by a 2.5 urn thick kapton foil and a Nal scintillator
fixed at right angle above the direct beam, are included in
the setup both before and after the sample along the beam
direction. The kapton foil located after the sample is wide
enough to prevent interception of the scattered light by its
metallic support. The associated monitor is used to measure
the intensity of the transmitted beam placed after the sample.
The two monitors are connected to ratemeters and an
integration electronics developed at LURE.

Sample environment
Different sample holders are currently available

including a rotating sample changer and a Mettler oven
convenient for flat cells and solid samples. Several capillary-
holders have also been developed. A cryostat, with Peltier
elements, is .well suited to diffraction measurements
associated to temperature scans down to -60°C with
interchangeable capillaries. It has mainly been used in the
study of mixed lipid / water / cryoprotector systems'5'6!, A
thermostated holder that includes a flow capillary connected
to chromatography tubes is well suited for absolute
differential cross sections measurements with liquid
solutions in the 5°C to 95°C temperature interval. It is used
in the study of polymer solutions and of micellar or vesicular

I mixed systems including phospholipids and surfactants in an
jaqueous buffer'1'!. Recently, a calorimeter has been
developed for coupled X-ray scattering and calorimetry
measurements'12!. This new feature can pan be compared to
similar developments performed at other synchrotron
machines'13!. We mainly use the calorimeter for differential
scanning calorimetry in the -15°C to 130cC temperature
interval with a sensitivity similar to that of a Perkin-Elmer
DSC 7 instrument with the advantage of glass capillaries for
the X-ray technique. The help of the coupled technique is
pertinent not only for academic systems but also industrial
ones like cocoa butter or milk products''4'. Note that all the
holders can accommodate coupled small-angle and wide-
angle X-ray scattering.

The post sample chamber
A new vacuum chamber located after the sample now

replaces the previous 70mm in diameter tubes. The output
window 200x400 mm2 is made of two 125um thick carbon

fibres sheets glued together with fibres oriented
at right angle. The beamstop, located in the
vacuum chamber is mobile both in the
horizontal and vertical directions. A horizontal
translation allows the beamstop height to be
changed from 2 up to 3, 4 or 6mm. Either a
180 mm long linear detector or a small 70 mm
in diameter two-dimensional detector can be
used. With the linear detector, there is nearly
no need to vary the sample to detector distance
since a q range from 5.10"3 A~! to 0.4 A"1 can
be measured at once with a sample to detector
distance of 1.8m. With a 3 cm path in the air
for the sample holder, the sensitivity of the
instrument is of the order of 10~3 cm"1 except
at very small scattering vectors where it reaches
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0 1 cm"'. A linear detector 60 mm in length is used to record
WAXS patterns simultaneously to me SAXS ones. Image
plates can also be used for SAXS. If tr.ey take advantage of
the large output window, they requuc intense manual
handling.

Fivure 2: V'*w of the 022 vacuum chamber A cylindrical design, with a

circular cross section, was rejected due to the presence of the beamguide

for the other beamlines. The sample to detector distance can be changed

from 0.9m to 2.3m (2m on this drawing) according to the presence of 3

independent blocks. A mobile kapion foil permits monitoring of the

transmitted beam by the scintillalor. The output window next to the image

plate frame is 20x40 cm'. The HxV translation tables f"r the beamstop are

depicted on the left.

Setting up the instrument
We describe here the standard alignment procedure

performed at least once per month. It takes into account that
the optical bench is oriented so that the synchrotron source
lies on its axis. The preliminary hori7ontal slit (located
before the monochromator to limit the heat load on the first
crystal) should be correctly oriented to maximise the flux.
The monochromator mechanics should also be correctly set.
Note that the output beam height is fixed.

Even when these conditions are fulfilled, the alignment
operation requires intense manual intervention. First, the
vacuum chamber after the sample is roughly aligned (within
one or two millimetres) and place is reserved for the sample
environment. After the two crystals of the monochromator
are changed, the aperture slits and the guard slits are widely
opened so that the geometry is as simple as possible. The
second crystal of the monochromator is set parallel to the
first one through flux maximisation (rocking angle set to
zero). The horizontal dimension of the beam is fixed to lmm
or less by moving symmetrically the aperture slits.
Vertically, the aperture slits are set to maximise the flux and
define the desired beam height. Then, an ancillary vertical
slit is momentarily positioned after the beamstop (itself
pushed away from the direct beam) and followed by one of
the monitors. The rolling angle of the second crystal (that
moves horizontally the beam direction) is set so that the flux
through the slits be maximal. So, the monochromatic beam is
now parallel to the bench. The parallelism of the crystals is
eventually realigned.

At that time, the monochromator is calibrated by measuring
the absorption threshold of a thin metallic foil usually a
copper one. The working energy (wavelength') is then

selected by tuning the monochromator. The beamstop H and
V positions are then scanned and determined with the help of
the monitor located after the output window. When the
multiple height beamstop is used the narrowest part is
selected. It corresponds to the more difficult setting and can
easily be changed to a wider one. Then, the beamstop is
removed and the direct beam is attenuated (with the help of
some of 4 molybdenum foils 12.5, 25, 50 and lOOum in
thickness) so that its intensity cannot burn the linear detector.
The parallelism of the crystals might also be voluntarily
misaligned to lower the beam intensity but this has the
disadvantage to change the beam height in the detector plane
(and thus the central channel). The detector is aligned with
the beam by a horizontal translation (since slits 1, 2 or 4mm
in width can be fixed in front of the input window of the
linear detector the narrowest one is used). This allows for the
determination of the central channel for the further measured
data and ensures that this channel really corresponds to q=0
but not to a finite q value. After the beamstop is placed back
in front of the direct beam, the guard slits are moved so that
the count rate on the linear detector be minimal. At that point
the parasitic scattering measured with the linear detector
should be symmetrical. The sample holder is then centred
relative to the direct beam. When cylindrical capillaries are
used, an additional slit must be associated to the sample
holder to prevent total reflection of the parasitic scattering
by the top and bottom parts of the capillary.

Data acquisition software
The actual software is written down in Visual Basic

language for the Microsoft Windows operating system.
Many different needs are supported by the program.
For example, either 1 or 2 linear detectors for the SAXS and
W.AXS measurements can be coupled with temperature
scans or to calorimetry measurements. As shown on figure 3,
one window is reserved for the display of each linear
detector including facilities like zoom, cursor, linear or
logarithmic scale... An independent window is used to
display the time evolution of the temperature and of the
differential calorimetry signal. For other experiments, a
controlled movement of the sample holder can be imposed in
between two measurements. Alignment procedures similar to
EXAFS scans are included to set-up the instrument. For
these purposes, three types of motor controllers are
supported (including home made and Microcontrole stepper
motors, and DC motors). Other procedures, specific to image
plates, like drawing an impact of the (attenuated) direct beam
on the image plate or managing an ancillary radioactive
source for data normalisation have also been automated. Due
to the relatively low flux available for a synchrotron
instrument, acquisition times lie from one minute for
diffraction to one or two hours for scattering experiments
with samples of low contrast and low concentration.

Future Improvements
The realisation of a sagittaly focusing monochromator

is actually under development, the goal being to decouple
the aperture of the optics and the size of the image in the
detector plane. The use of a wider horizontal acceptance
angle (up to 1 or 2 mrad instead of the present maximum of
0.2 mrad) is expected to give rise to a substantial increase of
the flux through the sample. However, this will be
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co .n;.-;\ilanced by the larger horizontal size of the beam at
the sample position as vvell as optical aberrations that are
known to increase the background. On another hand the
introduction of a two dimensional detector would allow
better statistics after angular integration of the 2D pattern, in
particular, at "large" q where the signal is low and the length
of the integration circle is large relative to the width of the
actual linear detector's slit.
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Figure 3: Screen captures taken upon heating of a SSO triglyceride

sample at a rate of 2"C/min. Temperature anil thermal signal are

measured every 3 seconds while X ray data are saved every minute. On top

screen the sample in a melastable state begins to melt before an

exothermic recrystallisation occurs followed by melting.

Data treatment
One of the goals of any SAXS instrument is to

determine the scattering cross section of samples on the
absolute scale. The normalisation of the scattered intensity
measured in pinhole collimation uses the standard equation:

K p s d . I o .T . t . x .—(
(1)

N h(t) is the number of photons scattered by the sample and
•ph

detected at the angle (28) corresponding to the scattering
vector q by way of the relation q=4nsin(9) / X where X is the
wavelength of the radiation. The samples thickness is x and
it's transmission T. The acquisition time is t, and 5Q is the

solid angle under which is seers one pixel of the position
sensitive detector from the sample's position. Here, [„ is the
incident intensity on the sample in photons per unit of time
and K j is the position sensitive detector efficiency.

Scattering by a wide variety of samples including
solids, pastes, gels or liquids can be measured in pinhole
collimation. The intensity is normalised by using a reference
sample known as an intensity standard. For highly scattering
samples, a colloidal dispersion of silica is better used. For
intermediate intensities an adequate reference is lupolen (i.e.
high density polyethylene) since its scattering curve presents
a broad maximum of 5cm"1 near a scattering vector of
0.036A"1. Finally, water which scattering differential cross
section is 1.65xlO"2 cm"' is a very good reference for low
scattered 15l With solid samples, the thickness has to be
measured for each sample while for liquid samples a unique
cell, typically a capillary open at both ends and connected to
chromatography tubes, allows the use of water as reference.
In this case, since the sample's and the standards thicknesses
are strictly equal, knowledge of the diameter of the capillary
is useless. With water, the thickness must be of 1 or 2 mm
(near 8keV) in order to have a transmission near the optimal
value of 1 / 2.718 = 0.36S. In the absence of any absorption
threshold, dependence, the thickness should be energy varied
as E3. This leads to thicknesses of Icm in the 15 to I8keV
energy range.

The monitor placed after the sample is the only really
needed one. When integration of the counts on the
scintillator is performed during the whole scattering
experiment (with efficiency Kmon), it gives a number of
counted photons Nmon = Kmon-lQ-T-t. This simultaneously
permits the correction of the variations of the 3 quantities IQ,
T and t present in equation (1). When a constant'geometry is
used the solid angle 8£2 of one pixel seen from the sample
remains invariable so that the absolute differential cross
section of the sample (d27dQ)s can easily be deduced from
that (dSAK2)w of water (or any other standard).

'dZ) JdZ)

K ph.tw

(2)

The other monitor, located before the sample, is used mainly
for setting up the instrument but also to validate the direct
beam intensity and determine the sample's transmission.

The calibration of the scattering vector axis can be
performed with the help of any liquid crystalline sample that
presents narrow Bragg peaks. Sample which are not subject
to variations with air humidity like phospholipids in excess
water are highly preferred. Care must be taken with the
temperature that must be far enough away from the phase
limits. Diffraction peaks from ice or triglycerides are also
convenient for the WAXS detector's q-axis calibration.
Alternatively, direct geometrical calibration with a multiple-
slit comb-like window placed before the linear detector was
found to work very well for SAXS.

Conclusions
The LURE-D22 beamline offers to the user the

possibility to measure not only SAXS patterns in a wide
range of scattering vectors and intensities but also specific
settings. Are allowed in this direction high sensitivity
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measurements, temperature scans, simultaneous SA-XS and
WAX'S measurements eventually coupled with ealorimeny
measurements.
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